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ABSTRACT:
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) technology has received great attention due to its ability to accurately measure the shape and
height of objects suitable for a large range of applications such as generating Digital Elevation Models (DEM’s) and modelling 3D
city environment. The buildings are of particular interest due to their usefulness in 3D city modelling. Several techniques have been
used to extract building with LIDAR systems. In this paper, the task of extracting significant built edge in raster LIDAR data is
studied. The implemented method takes advantage of the detection of jump points in nonparametric models since points of building
edges in LIDAT data usually describe sudden local changes, called jump points. Firstly, the LIDAR pixels are represented as
observations from a regression model with identical distributed random errors with mean 0 and variance σ2 in order to transform the
extraction of building edge point problem into a nonparametric regression problem. Then the jump points corresponding to the
building edge in the nonparametric regression model are detected by a locally weighted estimator. Finally, by a post ping procedure
the thinning building edges are extracted. This algorithm has been examined by a set of simulated LIDAR data. The results show the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm for extracting building edges in complex city environments.

Maktav et al., 2005), and so on. It should be noted that some
issues in topographic information extraction are still open,
especially with respect to data analysis, representation and
fusion. Much work is needed, especially, for building, road, and
tree extraction both to model 3D city environment and to find
digital terrain model (DTM) of the ground.

1. INTRODUCTION
Light Detection Aad Ranging (LIDAR) is a rapidly emerging
technology in photogrammetry, remote sensing, surveying and
mapping communities, which provides high accurate Earth’s
surface contour information (Ackermann, 1999; Baltsavias,
1999a, b, c; Wehr and Lohr, 1999). A typical LIDAR system
consists of a platform (e. g., helicopter or aircraft) and a
scanning laser sensor. The position of the sensor onboard the
aircraft is monitored by global positioning system (GPS) and
inertial navigation system (INS). The scan angle of the laser
beam can also be obtained at each instant of data collection. The
range (or distance) from the sensor to the location on the
Earth’s surface is recorded by a laser beam. It can be expressed
as followings, D  g ( s, t , ) , where D is the distance from
sensor to the surface location, s denotes spatial location on the
Earth’s surface, t means temporal variable, Θ represents the set
of angles that specify the geometric configuration of
environmental object and sensor.

In the current years, LIDAR is widely applied in 3D object
extraction. A variety of different methods have been proposed
for this purpose, some of which can be found from Tao and Hu
(2001). Baltsavias et al. (1995) discussed three different
approaches, namely using an edge operator, mathematical
morphology, and height bins for detection of objects higher
than the surrounding topographic surface. These main
approaches were also used by other authors like Haala and
Brenner (1999), and Eckstein and Munkelt (1995). They
analyzed the compactness of height bins, or used mathematical
morphology (Eckstein and Munkelt, 1995; Hug, 1997). Hug
(1997) applied mathematical morphology in order to obtain an
initial segmentation, and the reflectance data were used to
discern man-made objects from natural ones via a binary
classification. Other building extraction methods include the
extraction of planar patches, some of which used height, slope
and/or aspect images for segmentation (e. g., Haala and
Brenner, 1999; Morgan and Tempfli, 2000; Morgan and Habib,
2002). In general, these methods can be grouped into two
categories (Yoon et al., 2002): classification approach and
adjustment approach. The classification approach detects the

The need for topographic information about the Earth’s surface
and objects on it has been increasing considerably over the past
few years, at all levels of detail and precision. It arises from a
growing number of applications of such information to various
fields such as agriculture (Carsjens and Knaap, 2002), forest
(Treitz and Howarth, 2000), geology (King, 2001), hydrology
(Schmugge et al., 2002), environment (Lee and Kwan, 2005),
transportation (Demirel, 2004), urban planning (Masser, 2001;
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ground points using certain operators designed based on
mathematical morphology (Vosselman, 2000) or terrain slope
(Axelsson, 1999) or local elevation difference (Wang et al.,
2001). Refined classification approach used triangulated
irregular network (TIN) data structure (Axelsson, 2000;
Vosselman and Mass, 2001) and iterative calculation (Axelsson,
2000; Sithole, 2001) to consider the discontinuity in LIDAR
data or terrain surface. The adjustment approach essentially uses
a mathematical function to approximate the ground surface,
which is determined in an iterative least adjustment process
while outliers of non-ground points are detected and eliminated
(Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998, 2001; Schickler and Thorpe, 2001).
Although much more efforts have been made in 3D data
analysis over urban environment, difficulties still remain. For
example, the DTM generation from LIDAR data is not yet
mature (Vosselman and Maas, 2001; Yoon et al., 2002). It has
been realized by many photogrammetrists that methods based
on single terrain characteristic or criterion can hardly obtain
satisfactory results in all terrain types.

which are segments including k points, respectively. The Figure
1 illustrates the definition of neighbourhoods.

Figure 1. Illustration of neighbours
The research in this paper deals with building extraction from
LIDAR data by using techniques based on non-parameter
regression model. The implemented method takes advantage of
the detection of jump points in nonparametric models since
points of building edges in LIDAT data usually describe sudden
local changes, called jump points. Firstly, the LIDAR pixels are
represented as observations from a regression model with
identical distributed random errors with mean 0 and variance σ2
in order to transform the extraction of building edge point
problem into a nonparametric regression problem. Then the
jump points corresponding to the building edge in the
nonparametric regression model are detected by a locally
weighted estimator. Finally, by a post ping procedure the
thinning building edges are extracted.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed algorithm. The result and experiment are shown in
the section 3. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions on the
proposed jump detection algorithm for building extraction.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM
Assumption: n2 observations {(xi, yj, Zij), i, j = 1, 2, …, n} are
generated from the regression model,
where
Z i , j  f ( xi , y j )   i , j

are
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where f is bivariate regression function and {εij, i, j = 1, 2, …, n
} are independent and identical distributed random errors with
mean 0 and variance σ2.
For any point (xi, yj) for i, j = 1, 2, …, n its linear
neighborhoods, Xi(xi, yj) and Yj(xi, yj), being along x and y
directions with the length k = 2l+1, where l is a nonnegative
integer, are defined by
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Neighbourhoods Xi+k(xi+k, yj), Xi-k(xi-k, yj), Y\+kj(xi, yj+k) and Y\jk(xi, yj-k) cantered the points (xi+k, yj), (xi-k, yj), (xi, yj+k) and (xi,
yj-k) are defined, respectively,

X i ( xi , y j )  {( xi  s , y j ), s  l ,l  1, ..., 0, ..., l  1, l}

(2)

X i  k ( xi  k , y j )  {( xi  k  s , y j ), s  l ,l  1, ..., 0, ..., l  1, l}

(6)

Y j ( xi , y j )  {( xi , y j  t ), t  l ,l  1, ..., 0, ..., l  1, l}

(3)

X i k ( xi k , y j )  {( xi k  s , y j ), s  l ,l  1, ..., 0, ..., l  1, l}

(7)
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Y j  k ( xi , y j  k )  {( xi , y j  k t ), t  l ,l  1, ..., 0, ..., l  1, l}

(8)

Y j  k ( xi , y j k )  {( xi , y j k t ), t  l ,l  1, ..., 0, ..., l  1, l}

(9)

landscape with plane continued a slope for (x, y) ∈ [0, 255] ×
[0, 255] and a house and a high building on the plane and slope
respectively as shown in Figure 2a. Then this surface has two
jump local edges around the house and the building
respectively. The 256 × 256 = 65536 observations {Zij, i, j = 0,
1, 255} are generated from the regression surface with the
identical distributed random errors, εij ~ N (0, 0.52) as shown in
Figure 2b.

In above neighborhoods, LS lines are fitted as done in Xi(xi, yj)
and Yj(xi, yj). And let the slopes of the fitted lines in Xi+k(xi+k,
y ), X (x , y ), Y (x , y ) and Y (x , y ) be bˆ , bˆ , bˆ
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and bˆ j  k , respectively.
Thus the jump detection criterion is defined as follows:

 ij  max{min{| bˆi  k  bˆi |, | bˆi  bˆi  k |},

(10)

min{| bˆ j  k  bˆ j |, | bˆ j  bˆ j  k |}}

(a)

A large value of δij indicates a possible edge at (xi, yj). In order
to determinate possible edges, a threshold value for δij is
necessary. In Equation (10), without loss of generality, we
assume that
min{| bˆi  k  bˆi |, | bˆi  bˆi  k |}  min{| bˆ j  k  bˆ j |, | bˆ j  bˆ j  k |} (11)

For any constant c > 0, it can be obtained that
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Figure 2. (a) ideal regression surface, (b) 65536
points of the regression surface with noise.
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The edge detection criterion δij is then calculated by Equation
(10) with k = 1 is plotted in Figure 3a (a 3D plot) and Figure 3b
(a corresponding image plot). In the image plot, the brightness
at each pixel represents the respond value: the darker, the
bigger. Clearly the criterion δij does have some ability to reveal
the jump edges.
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where 12,1 is a 1-α quantile of the  12 distribution and ̂ 2 is
a consistent estimator of σ. According to the threshold defined
above, the pixel point (xi, yj) is defined as edge point of an
object if  ij  c is satisfied.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed building edge detection algorithm is examined
with simulated data. The regression surface is designed as
3

(b)
Figure 3. (a): The jump edge detection criterion (δij) in 3D plot;
(b): The corresponding image plot of (a), the darker the colour
in the image, the bigger the criterion value of δij.

Figure 5. Raster LIDAR image.

In order to extract the clear jump edges, some post-processing
procedures are employed. In this study, the edge of a building is
modeled as a combination of line-like segments and the direct
morphological dilation operation developed in our previous
work is used to extract these line-like segments from image for
δij. The Figure 4a shows the result from the direct
morphological dilation operation to image in Figure 3b. In this
study, a thinning edge operation designed in our previous work
is also used to obtain exact edges, see Figure 4b.

The result from the proposed building extraction algorithm is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Extracted building outlines
This extracted building outline image is filtered by directed
morphological operations, as shown in Figure 7.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. (a) The edges of jump changes from directly
morphological operation to image in Figure 3b, (b) The
thinning edges for (a).
Figure 7. Filtering Building outline image.
The propsoed algorithm is also exercised to extract roof edges
from raw LIDAR data. Figure 5 shows the rasterized LIDAR
image by using nearest neighbourhood algorithm.

The filtering outline image is further thinned by a thinning
algorithm, see Figure 8.
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